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Concerning: Our finally revised manuscript

Dear Jenny Leigh,

We are very pleased about the acceptance of our revised manuscript: „Replication of the Association of Chromosomal Region 9p21.3 with Generalized Aggressive Periodontitis (gAgP) Using an Independent Case-Control Cohort“ for publication in “BMC Medical Genetics”. We now would like to submit the finally revised version of the manuscript. We introduced the following requested modifications:

We modified the list of authors in the revised manuscript. The list is now written exactly as in the submission system, both in style and order.

In the affiliation of Katharina Uhr, we changed the text from “Present address” to “Current address”.

We removed the yellow highlighting that indicated the introduced changes from the manuscript. The visible vertical lines were removed from the tables and the image files do no longer contain the Figure numbers.

The figures were cropped as closely as possible to minimize the white space around the images.

Finally, the manuscript was carefully checked for any typographical errors.
We hope that you did not miss anything else.

Thank you very much and kind regards,

Georg Homuth